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As in his shallow pan
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering
from the muddy sand and rubble
the precious, golden
flecks, the colors of his avid
searching; so
the authors of the following
pages have aspired to distill
from the drear and commonplace
dross of raw reality and everyday
experience their colors, transmuted through
literary experiment into the gold of transcendent
self-expression.
-Anonymous (this poem was recovered

from the roots of Colors’ history)

A Note from the Editor
Working on Colors has been a great experience; one
I’m proud to have taken on. I couldn’t imagine combining the
talents of countless writers into one publication that would
properly credit the Helena writing community. However, I’m
happy to say that the 2006 edition of Colors is one that offers
a true representation of the Helena and Carroll College writing
community.
When I first came to Carroll, I remember seeing the
flyers around campus that promoted Colors; I wanted to get
involved and see my poems in print. However, it wasn’t until
last year that I got involved as an Assistant Editor and started
to learn about all the different and necessary requirements that
go into producing such a publication. I must say thank you
to Professor Loren Graham for giving me the opportunity to
take on the challenge and to represent Carroll College and the
Colors magazine.
Now as editor I feel the full force of producing
Colors. Only after a few cliche IV’s of caffeine at one of the
many coffee houses, the support of assistants Thomas Godfrey
and Christy Gall, and a well developed Carroll marketing team
is Colors ready to go. Without these wonderful individuals,
Colors would not be possible. I have to include a special thank
you to a wonderful person who put up with me during the long
nights and crazy ramblings of this— would be writer. Thank
you Betsy for your patience and support. I love you.
To next year’s editor, I have only words of support and
encouragement. Through Colors magazine, I have met and in
teracted with many great writers. Thank you too all of you that
made submissions and helped make Colors a great publication.

Good Luck and Keep Writing,
Randy E. Hussey
Editor 2006
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Gravitationally challenged
Without wings, ballerinas find
this wretched earth beneath them.
Triple grand jetes cover more ground
than a guru who claims to levitate
but less than one flap
of a turkey vultures wings.
Ballerinas wish to be
as graceful as Hopkins’ windhover.
Human beings find Earth irresistible,
maybe because of Hell at the center
promising eternal warmth.
Don’t talk to me
about the cow jumping over the moon
or about jetliners and space ships
that use humongous loads of fuel
sucked out of the center of the Earth.
Don’t talk to me about
Swinburne’s silly sibilance’s.
Ballerinas are much like
the poets who seek to make music
without an instrument, with words,
and end with mere drumbeats.
—Bill Lovelady
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Ageless Woman

Why doesn’t the sky have wrinkles? For all my years I have
seen this pale wintry sky, and she hasn’t aged. No wrinkles or
scars are visible on her cold, pale cheek, only grayish clouds
huddled by her mouth like a lady’s feathered fan—the sun, her
blinding orb, looking down and regarding me, as she hides her
slight smile.
Shaking such foolish and whimsical thoughts from my head,
I stamp the snow from my boots at the stiff welcoming mat.
Through the entry window, I see the naked trees, old, gnarled
hands reaching up in vain to the pale lady. Railing or pleading?
A flock of blackbirds crouches on the trees’ bare limbs. An in
visible force causes them to sit suspended over the frozen earth.
It would only take a slight disturbance below to sever that force
and release them to soar across the pale lady’s cheek and disap
pear in the whiteness of her fan. Sitting on the bench in the
entry, I bend over the bulk of my coveralls. It seems like such
an effort to unlace the boots over all these clothes; it reminds
me of being pregnant.
“How ya doing, baby?” I say to the gray calico who saunters
in on white paws, stepping delicately around the brown tinged
puddles left by my melting boots. As I reach a hand out to pet
her, she draws her head back and sniffs at my fingertips, A sigh
escapes as I push myself up, wiggling my cold toes in the layers
of woolen socks.
“I know what you want, girl.” My fingers fumble with the
large zipper, “Hold on.” Shedding the coveralls feels like shed
ding the encumberment of my old body.
“Until I try to drag the cat food bag from the car,” I say,
laughing a little and raising my eyebrows at Parky. She stops
and looks back over her shoulder and meows demandingly,
swinging her tail like an annoyed woman with a boa.
“I finally get the house to myself, no kids or husband to pick
up after, and I get stuck with you,” I grumble to her, following.
The rumble of the half empty bag of cat food disturbs her, and
she shakes her head worriedly at me as I emerge from behind
the garbage can with a butter container of food.
“Don’t worry; I’m not going to eat it.” I tell her, wryly
smiling to myself. What am I going to eat? My gaze takes in
the kitchen counter, or rather the counter peeks at me, hid
ing under saucepans and skillets. Bending down I look in a
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cupboard for a can that looks like lunch. Not finding one that
looks guilty enough, I straighten, laying a hand on my back. I
should’ve only tried to carry one bucket instead of trying to
make only one trip. The extra walking for the second bucket
would’ve done me good, I think.
Picking up the teapot, I choose the cleanest burner and turn
the dial to high. A packet of soup sounds good—the chicken
noodle kind. Maybe I’ll clean the clutter and make some of
great-grandmother’s potato rolls. It would do the house good
to smell like bread. Turn on some Christmas music and sing
along to the old hymns while baking bread, maybe even dry
some jerky.
“Except I think that we used the rest of the antelope Jakob
shot last year, Parky.” She pauses in her eating long enough
to blink at me and then continues to nose the chicken pieces
out of the brown X’s. The phone rings. The scarred, wooden
floors creak as I make my way to the counter and answer.
“Hello?”
“Hi, Mom.”
“Oh, hi honey.” The teapot begins to whistle.
“What are you up to?”
“Not much, Jakob, just fixing myself some dinner,” I an
swer, digging through a drawer to find a pot holder.
“Dinner? For crying out loud, Mom, it’s three o’clock!”
“Oh, well I just finished the chores, dear, so it is now
dinner,” I say, swinging around to look at the clock. That’s
why you were hungry, I think, looking at the fluffy queen still
separating her food. There is a slight pause.
“Mom?” Jakobs voice came over the phone.
“I’m sorry, dear, I was thinking of something else. What did
you say?”
“Get the teapot off the stove.”
“Oh!” Great work, I think, now he’ll really think you are
losing your mind. I quickly turn the dial and place the pot on
a marble slab.
“Jakob, I need you to shoot an antelope for me this year. I
don’t think I have any meat left to make jerky with.”
“Mom, you don’t need to make jerky this year.”
“But, honey, I always make jerky, and your Uncle Rich
always looks forward to jerky at Christmas time.”
“Mom, Uncle Rich is getting too old to chew the dang
stuff.”
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“Nonsense,” I say, “And I’m thinking about making bread
either this afternoon or tomorrow. Would you and Lisa like
some?”
“Mom, I really think that you should wait. Maybe Lisa can
come out and help you? She doesn’t know how to make bread,
but I’m sure she’d like to learn.”
“Well, I was kinda looking forward to it. Maybe she can
come soon?” I ask. Visions of a nice, peaceful house, Christmas
music floating through the air mixing with the smell of baking
bread vanish as I imagined myself trying to teach a girl who
wears suits and fake fingernails how to knead bread.
“We’ll come out soon, maybe tonight for supper,” He
pauses. “We need to talk about the ranch again, Mom.”
I sigh as I slowly stir the yellow powder of the soup mix
into a ceramic mug. “You know what I saw on the television
yesterday, Jakob?” There is a slight pause.
“What, Mom?” he finally asks, sounding slightly frustrated.
Let him be frustrated, I think. I am.
“I was watching the horse races and there was one horse,
Last Joy, who was three for three after being shipped over from
England when he was ten. This was s’pposed to be his best
run; he was up against famous horses. All were younger than
he was. On the last lap, he stumbled, losing his jockey. His leg
was fractured, but without the jockey, he tried to catch up to
the pack and the bone pushed through the skin. The vet said
he’ll probably be euthanized.” Tears come to my eyes. Why
did I share this with him? Why had it affected me so much?
The stupid horse was trained to run with the pack. What made
me sure that he loved it? An old, crippled horse and the best
treatment is euthanasia. Faintly I can hear Jakob’s voice, dron
ing on in my ear.
“Okay, Mom?”
“Okay,” I say, my heart pounding, wondering what I had
just agreed to.
“Talk to ya later,”
“Yep, bye,” I say, punching the off button. I look out the
big picture window at the pale sky. Her unblinking eye shines
down through the window, and as I watch, she begins to cry
frozen, white tears. The blackbirds are gone.
As we finish supper, the night is held at bay by the glass of
the picture window, a transparent barrier between the darkness
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and the light of the room. Such a fragile line between the light
and the dark, I think.
“Do you want to save these, Mom?” Lisa asks, beckoning
with a white bowl in her hands, the few wrinkled peas swim
ming frantically away from her gestures.
“Yes, dear,” I say, taking the bowl from her. Turning, I use
the slotted serving spoon to transfer the peas to a small Tupperware container. Sealing the lid on the leftover peas, I move to
the fridge and almost bump into Jakob.
“Jakob!”
He smiles and moves past me to the cupboard, “Where are
the peanuts Dad used to stash up here?” My heart seems to stop
and I quickly grab at his outstretched hand as he reaches for the
handle.
“They’re all gone!” I say hastily, envisioning the dirty
saucepans that I had stuck up there when I had remembered
they were coming for dinner. Why, oh why had I done that!
He’d seen dirty dishes in my sink before; he’d grown up with it
for Pete’s sake. “I think there’s a can of mixed nuts on the way
downstairs, dear. I was saving them for Chex Mix, but you
can snitch some if you want,” I say, trying to discreetly move
between Jakob and the cupboard.
“Okay,” he says, much to my relief. Lisa and I follow him
out of the kitchen and sit at the cleared table.
“The house looks great, Mom,” Lisa says, “I don’t know how
you manage to clean it with all the work that needs to be done
here on the ranch.”
I try to shrug the comment off with a slight laugh, praying
they won’t feel the urge to open anymore cupboards. “Well,
you know, the neighbor boy often comes out when I need help
with the chores.”
Jakob reappears, the can of mixed nuts in his hand. “But,
Mom, you need more than Mark’s help to keep this ranch
afloat. Besides, with Mark in school now, he can’t keep driving
out here—especially once the snow settles in for good. It’s a
good twenty minutes from their house to here, isn’t it?”
I sigh, looking down at my hands on the table. Here it
comes, I think.
“Mom, I don’t mean to say that you’re not capable of taking
care of yourself. I just think that the ranch is going to need
more than you can give.”
I look at him. “Do you think I don’t know that, Jakob? But
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what would I do in town? This is my life. Almost everything
that I love is here.”
“Mom,” he says as he reaches his hand across the table and
covers mine, “Your hearing has been affected by all the machin
ery over the years, and that could be dangerous with you living
out here on your own. I’m worried about you. On the phone
when I call you, you seem distracted most times. Even here
tonight, you seem a bit jumpy and scattered.”
“Are you saying I have dementia?” I ask, withdrawing my
hands and sitting up straighten And I thought mood swings
were supposed to end with menopause, I think bitterly. He
peels the lid from the can of nuts. I can feel tears start in my
heart. “Jakob,” I say, softly, “How do you think it makes me
feel? Knowing that you are analyzing my every move trying
to find a flaw that would suggest that my age is catching up
to me? If I don’t have the house spotless and the ranch look
ing like a young, healthy man is looking after it, you’ll worry
that I’m not capable. Dirty houses are a fact of life, Jakob. I
shouldn’t have to—” I break off, shaking my head. No, I don’t
want to tell him about my stupid impulse to hide the pans in
the cupboards. Even aged mothers are entitled to their pride.
“I shouldn’t need to feel as though you are testing me and the
first mistake I make, I’m sent off to town, like a dry cow.” I
wave my hand in the air to emphasis my point.
“Mom, I did not call you a dry cow.” Jakob says loudly,
a nut halfway to his mouth. He looks like the sullen boy I
spanked for throwing the cat off the roof.
“I didn’t mean to say you did,” I sigh, “but that’s how you
make me feel.” He shakes his head and I see Lisa move her arm
towards him. I know she’s reaching over to pat his leg in sympa
thy. He offers the can to her. “Jakob, I’m sorry. I know I’m
getting on in years.” I pull my bottom lip between my teeth.
“Please don’t worry about me. You need to enjoy what you
have now, before it’s gone,” I say, gesturing to Lisa.
“What are you going to do when you need to start feeding
hay?” he asks.
“The flatbed pick-up is easy for me to use. The hydraulics
do all the lifting. Mark’s dad said they’d help as much as they
can.
“They have their own farm to take care of.”
“Jakob, you know that farmers don’t have much to do in the
winter anyway. He’s perfectly willing to play rancher for the
winter.”
6
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“And when calving starts?”
“I’ll hire a night calver.”
“With what, Mom? The big corporations are making it
harder all the time for small farm and ranches.”
“There’s the insurance and we—” my voice falters a little,
“I still have the operating loan. Don’t worry, Jakob. You won’t
live longer if you do. Besides, the Lord has provided so far.”
“Have you ever thought that maybe the Lord’s provision is a
house in town?” He leans forward.
I look at him, my breath catching. Would God do that to
me? I think of all the times I’ve prayed and thanked Him for
my prairies, marveling that He had given me the dreams of
my young heart. Would He just take all that away after He’d
blessed me with so many years of happiness? Sure there had
been hard times, but never had the dream been threatened with
permanence; there had always been options—maybe tough op
tions—but options nevertheless. This was like saying happiness
had a time limit. It could fly away when the seasons changed.
Who would think that at my age, one statement could shake a
lifetime of quiet faith.
“I’ve upset you,” Jakob says, leaning back in his chair. “I’m
sorry.”
I work my mouth to swallow my confusion and tears, shak
ing my head. “It’s okay, Jakob.”
“You need to start thinking about the future, Mom. We’re
willing to help you find a house in town and sell this place.
Maybe even lease it out.” He shifts in his chair, glancing at
Lisa who remains silent. “Mark has shown a great interest in
the ranch and it looks like his older brother is going to take
over their family farm. Maybe you could be the answer to
his dreams and sell him the ranch. That’s what happened to
Grandpa, isn’t it?” I feel him trying to ease the tension and
begin to feel ashamed that Lisa is witnessing this.
I paste a smile on my face. “I’ll think about it, Jakob.
That’s all I can promise you right now.” Against my will, I feel
my eyes pleading as I look at him.
“That will have to be enough, then,” he says, glancing again
at the silent Lisa. He picks out a cashew.
“Supper was great, Mom,” she says, as if prodded by his
look and silence.
“Why, thank you.”
“You’ll have to give me the recipe for that red salad with the
marshmallows.”
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“Of course, Lisa. Do you have any rhubarb or would you
like to take some with you?”
“Can I buy rhubarb in the produce section?” she asks, her
shapely eyebrows furrowed over her tiny glasses. Taking in her
earnest expression and her meticulously bright nails, I feel a bit
of pity for her. Had she ever known the joy of exploring old
homesteads and cutting rhubarb? Finding in the overgrown
garden spot the sturdy plant, its crimson stalks reaching down
into the earth, refusing to die beside a lifeless shell once called
a home.
I give her what I hope is a reassuring smile, “Don’t worry,
dear, I’ll send some home with you. You can just stick the
bags in the freezer until you’re ready. It’s already cut up and
washed.”
“Thank you, Mom,” she says, giving me a smile that just
barely stretches her smooth young, cheeks.
After they leave, I patter about in my nightgown, turning
off the lights. Parky reappears from under the china cabinet.
“Traitor,” I mumble. I put my hands on my hips, bending
slightly down to look at her. “You left me to face them alone,
you rat.”
She sits at my feet, looking up and gives a big yawn, lips
pulling back to expose her teeth. Bending over, I scoop her up
and she releases a rumbling croon before purring softly against
my chest. I cuddle her for a while, taking comfort in the sooth
ing sounds and her long, soft fur. The loneliness seems to ease
its hold around my heart. Shifting her to the crook of one arm,
I make my way to the old rocking chair and sink into it with a
sigh. Disturbed by the motion and the creaking of the chair as
I settle in, Parky jumps from my arms and lands softly on the
wood floor. I close my eyes and see the brown prairie grasses
swaying in the wind; crusty, white snow drifted like frozen
hands grasp the thin brittle necks, choking the life and warmth
x, of summer from the slender blades. Dementia, The word
strikes terror in my heart. Such a cold, barren sounding word.
A slight rustling opens my eyes and I see Parky climbing
the stack of logs beside the iron stove. In one lithe jump, she
perches on the mantle and turns cautiously, glancing at me as
she squats beneath the fern.
“Just don’t eat it,” I warn her. Her green eyes blink and
half close, satisfied that she’s not going to be dragged down.
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I reach over to the small table beside me and grab my limp
Bible. Opening it with the satin string, I hear a low rumbling
and smile. “If I can hear you purr, my hearing must not be
too bad,” I say to the mass of calico fur. Two green eyes appear
at my comment. Pictures hang above her and I look, as I do
every night, and think about how fortunate I was to have found
someone who loved the life of ranching perhaps more than I
did. Looking at the familiar walls, there is a presence of the
past somehow lingering like an ember that retains the light and
warmth of an earlier fire.
Most of my memories and dreams have centered around this
place. Little Jakob is framed in his first pair of boots. A large
kerchief hangs from his neck and the black cowboy hat slips
down to cover his eyes as he hugs his furry, slobbering friend
around the neck. The silver guns are belted around his waist,
holsters carrying the dreams and fantasies of a young boy.
Do I love the dream only because of the memories? I ask
myself. I thought of not hearing the sharp whistle of the tea
pot and the childish urge to hide dirty dishes in the cupboard.
It wasn’t as if I didn’t hear the whistle, I was just concerned
about more important things at that moment. A persistent
thought finally pushes itself on me. What would happen if
Mark was not around and the feedlot machinery broke down
because a detail had slipped my mind? I had been doing the
same routine for years, but I had been boiling water for longer.
I sigh and run my hand over the open pages sitting in my
lap. Surrendering to my tired body, I close the Bible and place
it back on the table. I press on the arms of the chair to stand
and approach the ball of sleeping fur peeking from behind the
fern. Carefully extracting her, I hold her close to my chest.
As I walk across the living room to the bedroom, she starts
to sleepily purr again. I reach over and turn off the last light
switch, shuddering as the thin barrier of light dies and the
blackness from the outside floods in. The blackness invades
the room, leaving only shadows and darkness. Grasping the
doorknob, I close the door, sealing the living room from the
bedroom. I shuffle along the wall, moving slowly so I can
feel the bed against my knees. Parky jumps from my arms
and lands softly on the bed, moving to her usual spot beneath
the other pillow. I lift the blankets and ease my weary body
beneath them. Staring at the ceiling, I can feel the tears begin
to gush from my heart and feel the warm streams getting lost in
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the various lines on my cheeks. I reach a hand over and stroke
Parky, taking comfort in her soft purr. At least one of us is
content, I think.
Parky rolls on her back and I run my hand over her ribs.
“Does a dream need to die so someone else’s dream can live?”
I whisper to her. Mark did say something about coming back
and working for me after college.
^Do you s’ppose he’ll find a nice girl who dreamed of being
a ranchers wife when she was little?” Parky lets out a gravelly
response, hiding her ribs and standing to stretch to her tiptoes.
I try to imagine a young girl full of dreams, married to Mark
bustling around my kitchen. Would they replace the splin
tered floors and the sagging porch? I watch as Parky turns a
few times and nestles again next to my side. Perhaps they’d let
me stay awhile in the smaller house. I sigh and let out a sad
chuckle. What a foolish thought. The last thing a young per
son with dreams wants is an old woman hanging around trying
to save the last of her dream which is melting as fast as a spring
snow in the face of a Chinook wind.
I listen for a while and notice that Parky has fallen silent.
The only sound I hear is the cold wind blowing against the
creaking house. Turning my head I squint at the red numbers
on the alarm clock. It was time to let go. I think I understand,
now, how the gnarled trees out front feel when the birds leave
them to stand alone under the sky. I roll over to face Parky,
who is sleeping peacefully. “What dream will you give me now,
God?” I whisper in the silence, my heart pleading with the
Maker of the ageless woman who cries.
-Janna Tomsheck
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Decisions
As Eve, I walk through the Garden of Eden.
Happy and content,
One thing denied to me,
The precious fruit said to ruin me.
No one watches though,
As I pull it off the tree.
No snake to tempt,
Just the doubt in my mind.
Try it, is it better?
Not yet sure what to think.
The demons cry to me,
Scream at me to give one up.
Eden or fruit?
One happiness, one unsure.
Do I follow Eve?
Give up Eden for fun?
Or change the books and keep the garden?
-Rachel Culverwell
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Strange City

In the tenth month of their eleventh year,
he drove over the ridge to a strange city
to file his suit against her.
It was clear
enough he had no choice: even the gritty
hope he could still muster was not hope per se,
but merely the urge to hold out a little

longer, a fool’s desire to delay.
And if he should succumb to that desire,
what then? Say her new man should vanish; say

she begged to reconcile; say there was fire
in her appeal, and say her trembling voice
blotted out disbelief. Could he retire
now from the numbing pain and make repairs?
No. Nothing could happen. There was no choice.
-Loren Graham
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Next to the Pinky on the Left Hand Side
The appearance of my hands .
can be significantly altered with a simple
and deliberate rearrangement of rings.
Garnet to the index on the right,
spiraling circles to the thumb
on the other side,
exchange with solid silver, stolen
from the small shelf
in the shower months ago.

Still my hands, I suppose,
just ready for new endeavors,
different finger faces to the world.

Opal removed. Jade found again.
Not so much decorative
as affirming. Rings that nod
heads at bold statements
and laugh uncontrollably
at unutterable inner dialogue.
Sometimes I fuck around
With that foreboding
and scary ring finger,
next to the pinky on the left
hand side. I tease a smile
out of the abandoned darling
and tear the thick
silver away as soon
as the implications register.
But that finger refuses
to be satisfied. It gets sad,
it feels neglected.

I state my arguments
fervently but it only looks away.
The ring finger threatens to leave.
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Evasive eyes and ultimatums,
so I state my arguments in a softer
tone and lay the whole left hand

next to my littlest toe.
Not the best match,
but better than this whiney
bitch of a ring finger.
Fine, I say, Go.
Was contemplating the day
that I could cut you off anyway.
Turn that little finger head
into a little toe.
-Kate Wilson
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Change

David Bowie got it right. Big
surprise. Mass media force feeds
the children, while dinner conversation—
(yeah right, like that still happens)
screams around the newest parental
advisory label. Drivers Ed. replaced
by Xbox and PlayStation®. Instructions
given. Go ahead, immortality behind the wheel,
Game Over still two lives away.

You see it every where: Fortune
500 company executive quits;
embraces dream to run a chin
chilla ranch in Idaho. Pre-law
student stops studying for the bar
so he can own one, cheers! Around
and around it happens. All you can
eat with an endless supply of government
provided antacids.

It’s happening right now. It doesn’t
matter why. No one can see
the smirk of change.
Over time— they will.
-Randy E. Hussey
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The elder of the two gives advice

“About that girl, I warn you, little buddy.
I was sweet on her myself this time last year.
Sit awhile on top of Mt. Ascension:
transparent air, white clouds,
Elkhorns blue in the distance,
green trees, sharp cheese,
a thin slice of purple onion,
sourdough bread an hour out of the oven,
clear water, town just far enough away
we can see it but not hear it.
If the wind whips up cold,
we’ll dip down off the top
and sit where deer have slept.
“Here is where I sat with her.
I know just how you feel.
I dreamed the sweetness of her.
She’s as taut and straight,
smells as tantalizing,
as a blue spruce rooted deep,
as bouncy as a yearling fawn.
When she said she liked me
I felt a surge go through.
I told her how wonderful it was
to sleep under a low-hanging fir,
to wake up in a new town
Every day, or maybe two,
the quivering glory
of an unplanned day.
No worry about money.
I can always get a job.
I told her that she would
Never have to work again,
maybe for a whole year.
I can do so many things
a few days of work is play.
No dishes, no clothes to wash,
wear them until they’re ripe
and buy some used ones,
no kids with noses to wipe,
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no pets, not even her mutt.
I told her that I had an operation,
but I would wear a condom to make sure.
“I told her about the sheer thrill of being
as free as the geese
painted flying around my van.
I said we could pack in half an hour,
be in West Yellowstone before night,
wander through the park a few days.

“I was offering her the West.
With me not half through,
Without so much as a word,
she walked right down that trail.
I smiled and let her go.”
~Bill Lovelady
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Sticky

I feel stuck
like the fresh snow
being pressed into the pavement
beneath me, sounding
crunch, crunch, crunch
sticking in the grooved tread
of my tired boots
the once separate flakes,
conforming beneath my feet
into a sheet of ice.
I feel sticky
like that thick residue
collecting at the bottom
of my green coffee mug
when I’ve added too much sugar
with its insipid sweetness sticking
to the roof of my mouth
like too much honey
or like that old LP
that goes stuck, stuck, stuck.
-Christy Marchetti
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Sorry, kid
The vacancy sign didn’t have a “No” option. The reader
board underneath it spelled out, “Open 24-7 Corrals Avail.”
It was the last motel on the way out of a town known only for
its nearby ice climbing and Buffalo Bill Historical Center (“We
specialize in the Wild West and American Firearms”).
The parking lot was gravel and the buildings old and
low-slung in a U-shape around an empty pool and the office
compound. A Model-T and a golf cart were parked under an
awning that wasn’t for guest drop-offs anymore. An ice ma
chine clunked around the corner, next to a soda machine and a
washer and dryer.
The “Office” sign flickered, about to burn out. A buzzer
sounded when she opened the door. Behind the short counter,
a curtained doorway led to the owner’s primary residence. She
could hear the television.
The owner came out, scratching his belly, smoking a ciga
rette.
“Evening, miss.”
“Could I get a room for the night?”
“Sure thing.”
The man propped his cigarette in his lips and turned to the
key boxes on the wall, pulling out a pair from a cubby marked
36. They were real keys, not the thin cards of the new hotels.
On the tag was the hotel address with “Drop in any mailbox.
We guarantee postage.”
“I’m going to put you in room 23,” he said, handing the
keys over, pulling a small, yellowed form from somewhere
under the counter.
“These say 36.”
“Go by the keys, not the tags.”
Etched into each key was a small “25.”
“The keys say 25.”
He took them back, studying each key closely. “Cleaner
must’ve put them back in the wrong spot.”
He turned around, rooting through the cubbies, pull
ing keys out, putting them back, trying new slots. He finally
handed over the keys from slot 12.
“There we go. Room 25.”
The tags said 36. The keys said 23.
But she didn’t say anything.
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“Now, I’m putting you in 23 because we only have one
section open this time of year. Only traffic we get is them iceclimbers and with the winter we’ve had, they’re not too thick.
You an ice-climber?”
“No.”
“Didn’t think so. Anyway, you’ve only got two neighbors.
The fellow to the right of you—he works nights, so you won’t
hear nothing from his way until about five. He comes home,
turns on the TV and smokes ’til it comes through the walls. I
just want to tell you straight. It’ll seep through,”
“All right.”
“It’s empty on the other side of you, but on the other side
of him, there’s a guy who’s on the construction site next door.
He’ll be up around six, but I don’t think you’ll be able to hear
him.”
“Anything else I should know?”
“The pool’s out ’til the summer. We used to keep it go
ing through the winter, but the heating bills were too damn
high. Oh, and you’ll probably need to crank the heat in your
room—we keep it low when there’s no guests.”
He slid the form over to her.
“Sign right down here. We’ll even up in the morning.”
Her room was about 50 degrees, There wasn’t a light switch
near the door, which she left open to get some of the bluish
flood light from outside to help her find the bedside lamp. She
turned it on. The light bulb popped, throwing off a spark of
light. She unscrewed the bulb and shook it, listening to the
broken filament, a baby’s rattle. She stumbled back toward
the bathroom. The single switch in there turned on a bare
bulb mounted on the wall, a fan and a heat lamp overhead.
Her father was an electrician. He’d be back in the hotel office
saying he had a deal for the guy—trade the room for a bit of
rewiring. You’re asking for trouble with all those running to the
same switch. Should be an easy fix, though. What do you say?
He was always trading services when he could. The sheetrock,
plumbing, cement in their house had all been traded, like the
old VW pickup he’d driven—more car than truck—even after
he could afford something newer, nicer. He’d quit driving after
the first surgery, saying the meds made his eyes blurry, but the
VW was still parked next to the shop. He was too loyal to sell it
to the local junkyard, where they’d scrap it out for parts.
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The bulb cast enough light to show her another switch,
near the bed, that turned on a lamp on the desk. She closed the
door, discovering the main switch tucked into the two inches
between the door and the wall she shared with her neighbor.
She found the thermostat and turned it up to 90. She pulled
the comforter from her bed and sat down on the ratty blanket
underneath. She’d read an article exposing how rarely hotel
comforters are washed, along with the uncomfortably large
amounts of semen found on them. They stayed on the floor in
every room she slept in, no matter the temperature.
She tucked her hands into the pockets of her coat. The wind
beat dust from the parking lot against her window.
She pulled out an old tin cigarette box. It’d been her father’s.
He’d used it for the same purpose. There were only two joints
left and the bag in the bottom of her backpack was empty.
Maybe she’d wait up for her swing-shift neighbor, feel him out.
Her lighter was low too. She had to shake it a couple times
to get a flame. Joint lit, she took a deep drag and tucked her
feet up underneath her, cross-legged.
The walls were covered in wooden paneling and the sole
piece of art was a framed cross-stitch of a big-horned sheep.
She needed to check her email. There wasn’t even a phone
in the room. She pulled her cell out of her pocket to check for
coverage. Three bars. Good enough. She had a text message
from her mother.
She closed the phone and took another hit.
It would be good news. She’d never put something bad in
a text message, would she, this woman who hated the phone
she’d gotten for Christmas from her daughter, who hated the
very idea of email?
“Why can’t you just write me a nice letter in your beautiful
handwriting? I can keep those with your old stories. They’re
meaningful, sweetie. Nothing you guys do any more is mean
ingful.”
“Are you saying my life’s without meaning, Mom?”
“Oh, come on, honey. You know what I mean.”
Neither of them really did though.
She wanted to hear from her father first. He’d send an email.
She took one more hit and squeezed the coal out from the end,
sliding the rest back into the tin box.
The wind drove into her as she crossed the gravel back to
the office. Dust gathered in her eyes, even though she narrowed
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them to slits and ducked her head. Her hair whipped out of its
ponytail and slapped her face.
The buzzer sounded again. The man emerged from the
back. He’d stripped down to his undershirt.
‘‘Something wrong, miss?”
“Not really. I’ll take a spare light bulb if you have it.”
He ducked down behind the counter and pulled up a single
bulb.
“Just took this one out of one of the closed down rooms.
Should get you through the night.”
She took it gently by the threads, holding it down at her
side.
“And I have a question that might be silly. You don’t have
wireless Internet, do you?”
The man smiled, “Just got it! How about that, huh? You’re
the first to ask.”
“Is it password protected?”
“Sure is. I don’t want them folks across the street bringing in
customers with my wireless and not giving me a nickel. If they
wanted to do some kind of partnership of something, I’d go in,
sure, but takin’ it for free ain’t what I’m in for, you know?”
“Yes, I know. Could I get the password? I swear I won’t slip
it across the street.”
“Hell, I trust you. It’s for my guests anyway. I’ll write it
down.”
He grabbed another form from under the counter, wrote
something down on the back and slid it to her.
“Let me know if it’s slow, huh? I’ve been downloading all
afternoon.”
She smiled and walked back outside. The password was
redneck824l4.
The wind pushed her back to her room. The air was pos
sibly five degrees warmer. She screwed the light bulb into the
bedside lamp. It glowed before she’d finished tightening it.
She should’ve turned the switch back off before putting the
new bulb in. Serious injuries came from stupid mistakes—her
father’s old work partner with the blackened fingers eventually
amputated— “Could’ve been averted with the flip of a switch,
kid. A lousy flip of a switch.” She knew better.
The light lent the room a little comfort.
She kept her coat on and pulled her laptop from her bag,
sitting back down on the bed. She relit her joint while her
computer started up.
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The connection was quick. She opened her email. There
were seven messages from the boy. Three from eBay. Two from
Amazon. One from her father.
The subject was “Sorry kid.”
She put her computer down on the bed next to her and took
a long drag. Then she rummaged in her bag for the bottle of
whiskey she’d bought in town. She unscrewed the cap and took
a pull. Her father had taught her to drink, walking her through
the burn. “Just wait, kid. Wait. Give it a second. Just a second.
See? Feel that? Feel that belly warmth? That’s the why.”
She didn’t think she could read it.
She picked the computer back up and opened one of the
messages from the boy.
“Where are you at, love?”
The next one: “Running away isn’t going to fix it. It isn’t
going to make him better, that’s for sure.”
They got needier and angrier, the last ending with, “You
could at least write me back or answer your goddamn phone to
let me know you’re alive.”
She looked back at her father’s name in the Sender column.
Sorry kid.
It didn’t take. He’d have a week, maybe two, if he stayed in
the hospital. Hours, maybe a day, if he didn’t.
He wasn’t any good at it either. When she’d broken her
arm at the park near their house, a sunny summer afternoon,
after second grade, some freak fall from the monkey bars that
gave her a compound fracture, bone boring out of the skin,
he’d rushed to her, then turned away when he saw the damage,
vomiting, unable to switch off the hardwire, to find a ground.
Email had been their way around it. She didn’t have to see
him sick; he didn’t have to see her choke.
She looked around, studying the big horn sheep. The yarn
looked sticky, covered in smoke and dust. Her father would like
the place, the tacky decor, bad wiring, mislabeled keys. He’d
pick it over the chains clustered in their rows, promising indoor
pools, free continental breakfasts. “The older something is, kid,
the more you can trust it. All these new strip malls and plastic
future-rama cars are like zitty adolescents asking you to bed
before getting your name.”
She could make it back. Her mother wouldn’t let him leave
the hospital immediately. The doctors would keep him hooked
up to their machines. A town with an airport was only a couple
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hours back—she’d driven by the signs. She could leave right
now.
She squeezed the roach of her joint between her nails and
held it close enough to her lips to get the last of its smoke.
The first time she’d smoked was through an apple in her
father’s shop, discussing circuits. “Don’t tell you mother, huh?”
he’d whispered as they sneaked back into the house for food.
“Let’s see if we can get in and out without her catching us.”
But she had caught them, spreading mayo on bread for
sandwiches, rustling chip bags, popping lids off beers.
“Tom, you shouldn’t be giving her beer at this age.”
He’d laughed and said, “That’s not what you said back when
I was deciding whether I wanted to have kids with you, so I
won’t buy it now.”
And they’d closed their sandwiches, gathered up their drinks
and snacks and headed out the back door. She’d stolen a glance
at her mother and thought she was smiling, just a little, just
enough.
She replied to the boy’s last message. “I’m alive. Thanks.”
Sorry kid.
A car pulled up outside, loud, a missing muffler.
She looked around for a clock. She’d rolled in late, but it
couldn’t be 5:00 already. There wasn’t a clock in the room. She
pulled her cell out again. It was 2:00 and there was another text
message from her mother.
The door to 25 opened and slammed. The shared wall
wobbled a bit. There was quiet, then the low murmur of the
TV. She wondered if her smoke seeped through too. Her heater
banged and gave off the smell of burning hair.
She closed her email, shut down her computer and took one
more sip from the bottle of whiskey. She stood and switched off
the lights. Then she lay down, still in her coat, pulling the sheet
and ratty blanket up to her shoulder, putting her head on the
smoky smelling pillow. She closed her eyes, listening to canned
laughter and the tinkle of dust on the window like broken fila
ments.

The wind was quieter in the morning. She left a 50 dollar
bill in her room with the keys and a quick note in her beautiful
handwriting, “I was up early. Didn’t want to wake you. Thanks
for the hospitality and speedy wi-fi.”
Her mother would be jealous.
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She pulled out onto the road, continuing in the same direc
tion: away.
In the rearview, she could see the other side of the reader
board. “Wi-Fi(ght) it Stay Here!”
She smiled and slipped her last joint to her lips, listening to
the sizzle of the paper against the car s cigarette lighter, pulling
air through, getting it to burn, a completed circuit. She took a
long drag and turned up her music, her fathers tin box sitting
empty in the seat next to her.
-Virginia Muszkiewicz
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Winter’s Eulogy of Autumn
The spider’s silk from autumn
strung with small pearls is draped.
in green sheltered boughs bowed in sleep
beneath blankets of luminous white.
They hang—dream-catchers painted by a frozen
breath, casting their shadows below in the snow.

Willows turn their faces toward the ground as snow
covered branches drop faded leaves—autumns
final tears. They peer down at the mirror frozen
below and view their branches draped
with crocheted lace. The wind blows white
designs, swirling gently on Earth’s sleeping
face. Like a devoted monk, without sleep
it creates an intricate mandala brushed in snow—
nature’s masterpiece delicately drawn in white
lines. It pays tribute to the fallen autumn
as in the reverent stillness it drapes
over the brown earth a frozen

shroud. On every branch and thorn the frozen
veil is drawn, capturing in sleep
the vital nectar of color. The draped
mantle of quietly falling snow
gently ends the faltering breath of autumn
as hills cloaked in white

rise to touch the grey-white
sky. On bleeding bushes, frozen
tears embalm the rosehips of autumn.
In silent coulees they fall and sleep
on beds of leaves, drawing up covers of snow.
Mute shadows of bare trees are draped
across the coverlets as creeping fog drapes
misty fingers over the shoulders of white
hills. From the storehouses of snow
stars of ice fall, frozen
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flowers drifting in the hushed sleep
as winter’s reign takes over autumn.
As evening drapes its shadows across the frozen
earth, the white moon wakes from sleep,
fingers splaying over the snow, engraving the epitaph of au
tumn.
-Janna Toms heck
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Spark
I’ll cheat this once,
for the stoic guardian of the gate.
Standing here is easy for him,
he has no spark
just stone. Stone doesn’t make
decisions about what to guard,
and when to fall. That is for me.
With a little thought I could shatter him,
With a lifetime I could ensure that nothing
Could ever threaten his smooth polished eyes,
that look at me anywhere I stand.
No human imperfections to find here,
only billowing robes that never move
and a cold stone face sternly
bearing down on me.

Art is more worthy than man
The spark stains the stone.
The creator corrupts creation.
For the guardian I cheat,
it has stood in ignorance.
I tell it of tears,
family put aside for stone.
Hatred shining through young eyes
on cold faces.
Snowy knuckles grasping a chisel,
through nights when a thin stomach ate itself raw.
Reward suffering with contempt?
I shame creation.
It had to be done.
-Thomas Godfrey
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Closing Night
A tribute to Pan

On-stage our tale is told, our ballad sung
our made-up faces twisting every line—
we players paint a fleeting canvas hung
that all may see the swirling paint combine.
Color blends, clashes, laughs cries, never dies
painting single moments into a journal—
brush strokes of now for memory’s reprise.
Our canvas reveals a trip eternal.
At curtain call, the final bows are taken,
costumes hung, set struck, make-up shed from faces.
Those parts we lived and breathed all seem forsaken;
Never again will we take those places.
In our own clothes we leave the stage behind.
Paint we all remain; alone, yet entwined.
-David M.Gerke
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End of Days

In darkness and in silence
My mind seeks to shed its weights
But alas, through covered eyelids
I find I still can see
Those faded scenes
Of forgotten twilight hours
When simple pleasures
Were my only need
And all around
Grew younger
With the setting of the days
But the pilgrimage of time
Will soon take all away
The face in the mirror
Wont halt now
In its metamorphosis of change
And one by one
The faces in my crowd
Will one at a time begin to leave.
~Lacey Middlestead
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My father in Hell

Dear Daddy, wherever,
My mother and your mother feared
that you, not among the born again,
were going to Hell,
not to some sissy purgatory
where you had to wait, as a soul,
before entering heavenly paradise,
but a real Hell, sulfur and brimstone,
everlasting fire, with nerves intact.
When your mother visited
They prayed for you aloud,
Knotting my childish belly.
You were six feet tall
In working trim at two-sixty,
you would set a framing nail
With a tap of your hammer
And pull it up with the next swing,
Awing everyone but you.
No smoking, no drinking, no swearing,
Fathered eight children,
Drove a million miles
Without insurance or accident.
Loved food, loved to cook
Biscuits and fried chicken.
Honest and faithful,
I heard long after
my mother suffered
Green-eyed but a single time,
A foolish response to a woman
Who rode round and round
On the bus you drove.
At your dramatic end,
you had a touch of gray
All your teeth without a dentist.
You had no truck with doctors
You worked a full day
And died during the night
On your initial visit to a hospital.
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How could you, Dear Sir,
Raise a son the likes of me?
I too fear for you,
Afraid you never had
Your righteous quota of fun.
—Bill Lovelady
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A Merciful God

Smooth foreign grass, rolling, moving hills,
overlooking screaming hamlet. Drifting smoke,
once dormant allergens irritating nostrils
made for pure gusts. Sun roasting liquid eyes,
merging with rural horizon, bathed in power
freely offered, not taken. Thick copper cables
pulling liquid swamps to sky give voice to the smoke.
No divine hand scrubs
the twilight clean.
Forests once covering continent, now parceled decoration,
freely chosen is never for the tangled ancients,
rotten wood, sharp thorns seeking
blood of sacrifice. Blood of restraint not given freely.
Abominations as numerous as what used to be
decorated in floral patterns, the reds and yellows
do not conceal the lifelessness. Imitate
the destroyed, blissfully paint the body
in the colors of life, inhabit the cooling corpse,
bedding out of entrails.

It feels to late now, the twilight fades
and thought turns to how it could have been saved
in the morning, or the afternoon, but who can blame
the riders of twilight? The corpse grows colder,
the smell of death invades the nostrils,
curl up pray the womb collapses tomorrow,
when some other blink will suffocate,
consumed by smell, that lovely moment
when panic consumes, eyes screaming, muscles tensing,
and then the whimper.
Fresh acidic pavement, self loving blinks riding manipulated
Earth, carving rough uneven treads, covered by new layers
mixing with Earth
dishonoring a merciful God.
-Thomas Godfrey
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Phoenix

My eyes grow heavy as he speaks,
‘He died for us, he died for our sins.’
They’re the same words, only a different mouth,
But luckily the glow keeps me from oblivion.
‘He hung on the cross, ready to die.’
The glow draws me in, flowing in the air,
It gets brighter, bringing tears to my eyes.
‘He suffered, died, and was buried.’
Now it dims, slowly disappearing from sight,
The glow becomes a haze, and swallows me whole.
‘He will come again to judge us all.’
Dark becomes light as I am awakened,
My eternal peace is interrupted from above.
‘And His kingdom shall have no end.’
The same words, from a different mouth now,
As he speaks, my eyes grow heavy again.
-Nathan Brehe
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Silence

Air is still until you speak.
I do not hear words, just wind swaying trees,
stirring battalions of fallen leaves.
High in a nest of sticks, innocent chirps cry for relief.
Competing angrily for attention the rushing river thrashes
over and around rocky barricades;
winds swoosh and drone riding its back.
Sensing the encroaching army of night
one final gust retreats
taking with it the sounds of day.
And until crickets can chirp
it is quiet and the air is still.
-Joshua Haines
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airborne insects
from the air
traffic slinks along
ants marching to queen
spiders crawling veiny webs
propelled path to elevated
bumps of nondescript structures

inside the designated
smoking area old women
read romance novels young
women send i luv yous through polka
dotted cell phones and men
chat freely catapulting schedules
prices quotas mixing with the smoke
and rising up to mysterious ventilation devices
clouded and corroded in the ceiling
awaiting departure carryon luggage scatters the stock
blue carpet and spills onto marbled
tile organized yet unruly chaos
announcements ocean lake river of faces
flowing into the same shore and leaving
scraps of conversation in native tongues

dislocation speaks solidly
animating the neat leather
briefcases and backpacks at the hands of some
official looking attendant
please no pocket knives sharp
cutlery no knitting needles drug
paraphernalia or contraband

overhead bins tell stories
of travelers bells on tattered
satchels toothbrushes in hefty
handbags items may shift in flight
airpockets gusts of wind or electrical
failures attention now requested by the calm
technicolor faces study carefully the safety
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brochure inflatable life vests
oxygen masks rubber rafts or just altogether
avoid traveling alongside the emergency

exit escape all possible responsibility
disaster or liability

questions of light inquiry
child noise bubbles of wonder
long legs shifting with anticipatory
sighs don’t detract from the wavering
machine beneath or the jagged
mountain peaks ascending above
turbulent puffs of gray opaque
pillows soon to be infiltrated
by man-bird mechanisms and the dirty
feather trails they leave behind
from the ground
ants and spiders have no
queen and dream wish desire
dislocated airplane possibilities
a chance to move so fast
it feels as though they are standing
still
-Kate Wilson
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Grocery Day
The air outside was frigid and made him shiver as he walked
through the large oak doorway into the small warm apartment.
She was sitting on the burnt orange love seat, something she
had brought from mom’s house to their apartment. She was
doing the crossword puzzle from the previous days newspaper.
The sight of it made him chuckle and caught her attention.
“Long time no see, Steven. Where have you been all day?”
she said as she set her crossword on top of the copy of today’s
paper she liked to use as a reference.
“Out and about. Just catching up on some errands.” He
hated to lie to his sister and had never been much good at it.
She could always tell by the way his eyes shifted, or the wrinkle
that would form on his forehead, or the way his lips would
pucker just slightly. She liked to say, after catching him in a lie,
that it obviously did not agree with him because his face got so
ugly when he lied, like a man sucking on lemons and trying to
pretend it was sugar. “You just can’t fool me. I know you far
too well,” she would always add before walking away and shak
ing her head.
But this time he must have lucked out. She must have still
been stuck thinking on some word in her puzzle.
He walked across the room to sit in the massive rocking
chair that had been their mother s. She had sat in it whenever
she needed to have a “sit down chat” with one of her children,
so he placed it across from the love seat on which Cecile always
sat. Though lately, they did not have much time to chat. He
was rarely at home.
He sighed as he leaned into the hard wood frame and mar
veled at the comfort of its curved back. Settling in, he began to
rock slowly back and forth, back and forth.
Cecile uncoiled her legs from beneath her and stretched out.
“So, what errands did you have to run?” Anything important?”
she asked/
“Nah, just a couple of bills. Nothing to worry your little
head about,” he said as his eyes shifted from his sister’s face to
the hardwood floor that covered the entire apartment.
“I didn’t say I was worried, just curious. But since you men
tioned it, why would I worry about you paying bills? Doesn’t
sound all that worrisome to me.” Her dark brown hair hung
down and covered one of her eyes, but it only took one of those
pale blue eyes to stare him down.
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“Maybe I used the wrong words. No reason to be staring at
me like that, unless you are trying to imply something.”
“I am not implying anything, because there is nothing to
imply, right?”
“Right,” he said and rose to walk across the room into the
bright white kitchen. The window was open and the air was
crisp and cool. He took a deep breath as he walked over to the
fridge and opened the heavy avocado-colored door. He glanced
around but nothing caught his eye. Nothing ever did when
he was deep in thought, so he closed it and leaned against the
door. ‘What am I going to do?76” he whispered to himself, but
he could not find an answer to whisper back, so he stood there,
staring at the grey linoleum. His hand in his pocket clenched
and released. “If she ever found out it would break her heart.”
He shook his head slowly from side to side and lifted one hand
to swipe his baseball cap from his head. “But we sure could use
the money.”
“Are you talking to yourself again?” Cecile said as she en
tered the room. Her eyes were instantly fixed on her brothers
and he tried to wipe the shock off his face.
“No. I mean, yeah, but not about anything.” He turned his
back from her, opened the fridge door again, and leaned inside.
“Just surprised how little food we have left. Didn’t you go
shopping just last week?” he said to the back of the fridge.
“Yes, a week ago I did, and I’ll go again as soon as I get paid.
But till then we’ll just have to make do. It’s not like there is
no food in the house, just not a lot. Now, quit being picky
and decide what you want out of there or close the door.” She
nudged him aside with her hip as she pushed past him to fill a
heavy cup with water from the small sink.
He closed the door and turned to watch her. He could not
help but be amazed at how calm she always remained, whether
it was when the telephone had been turned off or any number
of times they found themselves with little to no food and even
less money.
She finished filling her glass and turned to him. “Look,
Steven, I know our situation isn’t exactly glamorous, but it’s
good enough for me.”
“Well, maybe it s not good enough for me, and it definitely
should not be good enough for you. I don’t care how much
you try and make the best of it, you shouldn’t have to work so
hard while you’re in school.” He quit talking when he noticed
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the look in her eyes. They had glossed over and her head fell
slightly to the side. “Are you all right? I didn’t mean to say
anything that would—I was just—” He did not know what to
say so he walked to her and wrapped her in his arms. He felt
her chest heave and she released a long sob.
“Shhhh,” he whispered as he placed his hand on the back
of her head and smoothed her hair. She was shorter than him
so that her nose hit his shoulder. He could feel little pools
of warmth sinking into the fabric of his black polo shirt.
Thoughts of the last time he had seen her cry flooded his
mind. It had been eight months since he had discovered her
on the love seat with her face pushed against her knees, her
hand clenching the newspaper, and her feet on the end of the
cushion, shaking silently.
“What’s the matter?” he asked as he ran across the room and
knelt below his sister on the cold wood.
He had tried to comfort her then too, first resting his large
hand on her back until the shaking subsided and her back rose
and fell in rhythm with her heavy loud breaths. Then he ran
his hand gently but quickly from side to side until her breath
ing lightened and she finally raised her head. Her eyes, still
glazed with tears, looked to be a much lighter blue, as if they
had been replaced by water themselves. She had not said any
thing at first, just stared at him with those strange wet eyes.
When she had finally spoken, her voice had been unusu
ally strong and resolute. “You will not do this again.” It was
then that he had again noticed the crinkled newspaper in her
hands and the black and white photo of the small community
bank, one he knew well, peering up at him. “You will not be
a criminal,” she said as she let go of the paper and reached her
hands to his shoulders. “My brother, my older wiser brother,
is not a criminal. He knows better, right? He’s smarter than
that. Right?” She had begun to shake again, just lightly, and
her lower lip quivered.
He had reached up and grabbed her arms. “Right. I prom
ise, I’m sorry,” he had said and then leaned in and held her.
“She has every reason to want to kill me,” he had thought
as he held her. “I promised all that was over after mom died.
I promised I would grow up and take care of her, help her get
through college. How could I have screwed up again? Why
didn’t I just get a job and leave bank robbing to those who don’t
have a family?” He had held her and promised to do all of it
right. She had promised to help.
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Now she was crying again, and he was terrified she knew his
plans.
“Im sorry,” he said when she lifted her head.
“You’re what?” He pulled back slightly and held her
shoulders out in front of him. “What do you have to be sorry
about?” Her eyes widened with disbelief and she paused only
a moment. “I didn’t want it to be so hard for you. I hate that
you’re gone every day working and running errands till night.
I know that you’re doing it for me. If I weren’t in school you
would have a better life. We would have a better life.” Her
eyes shifted to the ground and she inhaled deeply before look
ing at her brother again. “It’s too hard this way, for both of us.”
“No,” he sighed. “I don’t mean to get upset like I do. It’s
not too hard. Sometimes I just get tired, but when I’m rested I
know it’s all worth it. You’ll be done with school soon enough
and then I can live off you, and I’ll barely have to work at all.
We’ll be even,” he said, patting her arm. Her eyes were dry but
her cheeks still glistened, moist with tears.
“Just don’t do anything stupid for me, okay? Don’t work
too hard, or spend all your free time making money for me, or
anything else that might be a quick fix to our problems. We’ll
make it like we are, or I’ll quit school and help more. Okay?”
She spoke softly but her words were precise.
“We’re fine. I’ll take care of the money problems. I may
even be getting a promotion at work here soon. Nothing for
sure, but definitely something to hope for.” He tried to make
sure his lips did not pucker and his forehead did not give him
away.
“After only seven months? That’s great, but a little unusual
isn’t it?” Her eyes probed his face for a moment.
“You doubt your brother’s working ability? That’s not very
nice,” he said with a crooked smile. “I’ve really been working
hard. That’s why I haven’t been home much lately.”
“Well, that’s great, really. Just don’t work too hard,” she
said, wiping her cheeks with the sleeves of her dull yellow
sweatshirt.
“The work is fine. Don’t worry so much, sis.” He let his
arms fall to his sides, and she walked past him without saying
anything else. He waited till he heard her feet creak into the
living room and her love seat release a sigh.
“I still have time to back out,” he thought. He was certain
she suspected, but could she be sure? If she found out, she
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could leave and would not have him to make sure she was sur
viving. She could drop out of school and disappear. Or worse,
she could cry again and look at him with those wet eyes and
he would know she had lost all respect for him, and maybe all
love, too. But they did need the money. School was expensive.
He woke the next morning to a loud apartment. Cecile
was already up and playing the radio in the kitchen at full
blast. Her music had been his alarm for the last two and a half
years, ever since she had moved in after Moms losing bout with
cancer. He remembered how their mother always referred to it
as some kind of boxing match she was part of. She lost in the
end, but she put up quite a fight.
He thought about his current situation as a type of match
also. Always fighting to stay on top of the bills and now it was
him who was losing. Even though death would not be the out
come, it would definitely kill some part of him to see his sister
not succeed in school. He had been caught up in stealing too
young to have had any interest in school, and now his job as a
mail room clerk was looking to be a dead end.
“One good take would set us up for months, and next se
mester would be no worry. Maybe then I could devote myself
to this whole work thing and make a real change,” he thought,
“but we need something to get us by now.”
He sat up and pivoted to set his feet on the floor. Beneath
the music he could hear Cecile s voice, whistling to whatever
tune was on. He pulled on sweatpants over his boxers and put
on a wrinkled shirt that lay in a pile on the floor before leaving
his room and walking down the hall and into the living room.
He could see Cecile in her cutoff sweatpants and baggy school
t-shirt buttering toast and whistling. He watched as she went to
the small kitchen table and searched through the paper.
He walked to the kitchen door and leaned against the frame.
“Morning,” he said as he rubbed his eyes with his fists and refo
cused on his sister. “Hard time finding the crossword?”
“No, just looking through to see whats new. Never know
what’s happening while we’re too busy to notice,” she said,
leaning on her elbows over the paper, only looking up when she
was done surveying the page in front of her. She smiled when
she looked up at him, a long smile. “Nothing too noteworthy
today, thankfully.”
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He moved from her gaze towards the fridge, jerked the door
open, and reached for the half empty gallon of milk, which he
opened and lifted to his lips.
“Come on now. The glasses are not that far away,” she
groaned and smiled. He smiled back as he wiped the white
mustache from his face and placed the milk in the fridge. He
closed the avocado fridge and began to walk for the door out of
the kitchen.
“And where are you going?” she asked,
“I’ve got to get showered and ready for work.”
“But its Saturday, You don’t have to work.”
He didn’t turn around to look at her. “Working for that
promotion, remember? I won’t be at it long. I just have to
meet a couple of guys to hash out some paperwork and run a
few more errands.”
“More errands, huh?” He could feel her eyes hot in the back
of his head but decided to keep walking. The tone in her voice
indicated that she was not looking for an answer.
He moved through the living room with his eyes aimed at
the wood floor. He reached the hallway that connected the
bedrooms and the bathroom and turned to look back at the
living room. He looked at the loveseat. It seemed so out of
place beside his dark blue couch and matching armchair. But
he liked how euphoric his little sister looked in it, reading or
trying to do the crossword.
His eyes then moved to the rocking chair and then to the
stack of books Cecile left lying on the end table. He thought
about how she would prop herself over those books for a couple
of hours, even on a Saturday, working contently on her studies.
He smiled a straight smile and breathed in deeply as he turned
to walk down the hall towards the bathroom.
“Don’t be in there forever. I’ve gor things to do today, too,”
he heard Cecile holler.
He stopped his feet. “And what do you have to do today?”
he shouted back.
“I was thinking about looking for another job, something
with more hours,” He could hear her voice growing louder and
her feet creaking towards him. She emerged from around the
corner and stood arms akimbo. The lights of the living room
and the shadow of the hall confused his eyes and made Cecile
look much larger than the reality of her petite frame.
“Why would you want more hours? You work more than
enough the way it is.”
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“You never know when I might need a little extra cash.
Something could come up,” she said. He could not fully see
the expression on her face, just one bright eye and the corner of
her mouth, which was stretched to the side.
“I’m telling you, nothing is going to come up,” he said with
a twinge of irritation in his voice. “Shouldn’t you be study
ing today, anyways? And you already work this evening at the
restaurant. You really don’t have time to waste finding a job
that you don’t need.” He turned and walked towards the bath
room again. “I won’t be long. You should get showered and
start on your homework soon.” When he reached the door, he
put his hand on the cold knob and shoved the door into the
dark room. “Maybe if you finish early, and I get out of work
quickly, we can have dinner before you leave for work. I’ll pick
up Chinese food.”
“Don’t spend your money. If I get done early I’ll cook
something we have around here. It’s not like we are totally out
of food. But dinner would be nice. We haven’t eaten together
in weeks.”
He smiled as he reached into the room and flicked on the
light. Then he stepped in and turned to his sister. “Then I’ll
be done with work quickly.” He closed the door on her and
leaned against the counter.
“She asks too many questions. And why would she pester
me with this new job stuff?” he asked himself. He squeezed the
edge of the counter top till his knuckles turned white. While
he leaned back against the counter he stared at the bathroom
shower in front of him. Finally, he leaned forward and turned
on the faucet. The hot water hit loud against the bottom of
the tub but his thoughts drowned out the sound. “The bank
is small and sixty miles away. I’m sure it will never make the
paper. Cecile will never know, and we can put these money
issues behind us.”
He turned to see his reflection in the mirror. He watched
the steam creep into the corners of the mirror and close in until
he could no longer recognize himself. He reached for a hand
towel to clear the mirror, but hesitated.
He put the towel down and started to undress. He removed
the last of his clothing and turned back to the mirror. The
steam created a thick blanket. He wiped a section clean and
saw his eyes staring back at him. They were blue also, like
Cecile’s, like their mother’s eyes had been. When their mother
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had been in the hospital, just days before she died, she had told
him she would always recognize her babies by their eyes. “You
two have good eyes. They’re honest, expressive. Our family has
always worn their hearts in their eyes. You watch your sister’s
eyes. They won’t ever lie to you. And she’ll be watching yours,
so don’t even try to fool her.”
He looked away and stepped into the shower. The water
was hot hitting against his skin. How could he look at Cecile
again if his plans went through? He tried to stop thinking
about it and thought instead about the meeting he would be in
soon. It would be the last planning with his partners before he
took the sixty mile drive on Sunday and met them in the large
alley behind the bank. It would be the last chance he had to
make sure everything would go smoothly and his last chance to
convince himself he was doing what his to be done, for both of
them.

When he returned home, it was later than he planned. He
checked his watch as he walked in the door, five o’clock already.
The smell of Cecile’s cooking was thick in the air, though he
could not make out what the smells were. He walked through
the living room and into the kitchen.
“You’re later than I thought you would be. I only have an
hour before I have to be at work,” she said, her voice rich with
disappointment.
“I’m sorry you had to wait. I didn’t think it would take as
long as it did,” he said as he walked past her to the sink. He
reached for a glass in the cupboard and turned the faucet on
cold. “What’s for dinner?”
“We had some noodles in the pantry and some sauce left
over from last week so we’re having pasta. Sound all right to
you?
“Yeah,” he answered as he reached to turn the faucet off,
“anything you make sounds all right to me. I’m just going
to run down the hall and wash my hands before we eat.” He
turned to leave, but Cecile stepped to block his passage.
“Do you have anything going on tomorrow?” she asked with
wide eyes and no trace of a smile.
“I may have to work again, and I could be gone most of the
day? Why?”
“Oh, I just thought that we could go grocery shopping to
morrow. That way you could pick out what you like.” Her eyes
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resumed a natural size but looked confused while she waited for
an answer.
“Whatever you pick up is fine by me, you know that.” He
tried to take a step forward but she moved to halt him again.
“I do know, but it might be nice if we could go together.
We don t spend that much time together nowadays. You’re
always out for work.” Her eyes were losing their hope. “Please
come tomorrow. We can spend the day together. Can’t you
just put work off till Monday?”
“I don’t see any way around it.” He noticed the hurt in her
face and added, “But I’ll do what I can.”
Cecile reached out and grabbed his arm. She gave it a little
squeeze and managed a small smile that barely turned up the
corners of her mouth and then moved out of the way.
Steven smiled back, the same forced smile. As he walked to
the bathroom, he thought about the next day. It would be the
perfect way to rob the bank; no one around, no one inside. On
a Sunday there would be no victims, no heroes, and it would
probably not make their paper till Tuesday, if it made their
paper at all.
He pushed open the bathroom door and walked in front
of the sink. He turned on the faucet and had begun to soap
his hands when he looked up into the mirror and noticed
his sister’s eyes staring back at him. He rinsed his hands and
splashed his face with the warm tap water. Still, the eyes were
not his, but his sister’s that were glaring back. He felt a weight
in his chest when he thought about the next day. It would be
a day that would leave Cecile and him sitting pretty for quite
a while, and he could easily justify the extra cash saying he got
a bonus or that promotion. But those common eyes were still
staring back at him.
He turned away and tried to put the thoughts out of his
head. His sister would not find out, and if she did she would
understand. Even as he thought it, he knew it was not true.
She might understand about the money, but never about the
lying.
He left the bathroom and walked towards the kitchen. Ce
cile had already set the table and was dishing out the pasta onto
two plates. Her eyes were focused on the spoon in her hand,
and she watched to assure that each noodle found its way to the
plate. Warmth replaced the heaviness in his chest.
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“I always thought I was the one who was supposed to take
care of you.” He shook his head in amazement of his sister.
“Well, what am I supposed to do. I have to repay you for
all you’ve given up for me. I think of it as returning the favor, a
little at a time.” She smiled brightly and continued to dish out
the sauce onto each plate.
“There is really no need to repay for anything. I haven’t
done that much.”
“You’ve given up plenty,” She sat at the table across from
him and handed him a plate. “I just don’t want you to think I
don’t notice all you do. I really appreciate it, you know.” He
looked at her and locked glances, then turned away quickly and
concentrated on his food.
They sat silently. He ate quickly, not looking up. He fin
ished first and rose without meeting her eyes to put his dishes
in the sink.
“Those were some good noodles,” he said to the sink and
tried to clear his thoughts. “Thank you for cooking. Leave the
dishes out and I’ll wash them tonight. You had better get off to
work.” She nodded in agreement, rose from her chair, and left
the room without comment. He turned to clear the table, put
the dishes in the sink, and then stepped through the door into
the living room. He walked to the doorframe of the hallway
and could hear Cecile rustling around in her bedroom. He lis
tened motionless in the hall for several minutes, thinking about
how much she did for him. “She must have given up at least
what I have to hold us together,” he thought. “If I only had the
money I could repay her for all she has done.”
Just then she poked her head out of the door. “I thought I
heard you breathing out here. What are you doing, just stand
ing there?”
“Nothing. Just thinking, I guess.”
“Well do you mind thinking in the kitchen? Those dishes
aren’t going to wash themselves, and I would like a little privacy
while I’m getting ready,” Her tone was playful and her eyes
were bright.
“Yeah, sure,” he answered and turned to leave, but paused.
“Tomorrow, how about I cook dinner?”
“That would be nice. Why don’t you leave me a list of what
to get at the store. Just put it on the fridge and I’ll pick it up
tomorrow.” She smiled and popped her head back in to her
room.
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He walked back to the kitchen and started to make a list on
the note pad stuck to the avocado door: rice, carrots, chicken,
soy sauce. “Would dinner be enough,” he thought, “to merit
forgiveness? Would anything ever be enough?”
In one quick motion the paper was removed from the
notepad and crumpled in his hands. He inhaled deeply and
shook his head. He tossed the paper into the garbage can and
headed for the hall. Each step was deliberate but halted, firm
and uncertain. He stopped in the living room, careful to keep
most of his body out of view of Cecile s door. He did not want
Cecile to catch him standing in silence again, but the words
were not quick to come.
“Hey,” he shouted down the hall.
“What now?” Cecile bellowed back from inside her room.
“I’ve been thinking”
“That’s great,” she responded. “Keep it up.”
“No, smart ass, I mean I’ve been thinking about what I need
at the stor,e and I just can’t seem to figure it out.
“So, what does that have to do with making your sister
late for work?” He could hear her rustling around looking for
something or other. “Do you want me to make the list and do
the shopping?” She was beginning to sound annoyed.
“No, don’t bother.” He paused momentarily to clear his
throat. “A list just won’t work. I’ll go to the store with you
tomorrow. We can figure it out together.”
-Claire Horton
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The Fall of Summer
The soft golden light of evening
blankets the earth in yellow.
The air is still—waiting with bated breath.
Summer fades slowly to brown
while the trees cry their leaves.
Blue grama grass stands, its bleeding
pennant waving. A cold wind slices the air, bleeding
the still landscape of life. The evening
air mourns its passing, rustling the leaves
beneath the quivering aspens clothed with yellow
mantles that tremble as spots of brown
are frozen on them with the Norths breath

that sweeps down the hills. The same breath
leaves wild rose bushes bleeding
red in the gouges of the hills turned brown.
Lines of geese rise high in the evening
sky, the clouds tinged with orange and yellow
mirroring the mural below in the fallen leaves
which carpet the ground. Though some leaves
still stubbornly cling, resisting the frosty breath,
hiding themselves in coulees brimming with yellow.
In the creek, the ragweed lifts its bleeding
head to the harsh cry of crows in the silent evening.
They are joined only by the percussion of dark brown

cattail heads pounding the portentous brown
specters. The stalks emit a hollow death rattle as the leaves
seek each other in response to the evening
gusts of wind brought by Fall’s faltering breath.
The sun begins to sink from the sky, bleeding
soft light that seeps through the trees’ vivacious yellow
cloaks. On the plains, bleached yellow
stubble lies fallow beside the brown
prairie grasses, old, parched life bleeding
to make way for the new. Leaves
shake with the season’s last breath
as Earth rests for the dawn after evening.
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As Summer lies bleeding, its nectar drying brown,
life slowly leaves in a whirlwind of orange and yellow,
and Earth awaits a new breath on the ebbing tide of evening.
-Janna Tomsheck
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Regret

Her eyes glazed with fun, laughter forms a goofy grin
that crests a mouth aflame with spirits.
The keys jingle and hang from the ignition.
Music blares to life engulfing the midnight streets.
Lines pass with elevating speed. On icy roads
she slips, encroaching the other lane while terror
fills glassy eyes. Her head rapidly turning with nods
of no, this can’t be! She’s not a murderer.
The taste of blood creeps into her mouth,
she weeps while the cries of the other car are heard
Thank God, she prays they’re alive. Her tattered mouth
crests a smile. She rests her eyes, suddenly too tired
to persevere. Blood drains, calm and serenity consume her
as she slips away, thankful she’s not a murderer.
-Kayla Corrigan
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Our Place
Silent crests of rusted grass,
encase a once familiar path.
Forgotten footfalls lie; no longer
wide enough for feet. Clouds
of dandelion seedlings danced
along our strides. They slipped,
fell, and drifted down. Not like me—
in my heart some still dance.

Petrified nails hold solemn vigil,
over faded heart and letters. Once
delicately scratched in steps that
you said, would last forever. Our

place pours out memories. But, warmth
finds no partner with shattered glass. The
pictures faded like my gloomy thoughts.
Still, I hang about. Last years wreath
holds on while hinges cry to break free.
Twisted knob no longer needs a key. A
faded curtain and a memory play catch
in the wind. Empty walls keep
the game in play. A garden of neglect:
tinted bouquets, clouded vases, and paper
wrapped roses I still have the discolored corsage.
-Randy E. Hussey
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The Other Man

Listen: it’s not so much the other man
himself, not the mere fact that he exists
and has a foreign accent and a wit
like broken glass, an elf’s face, and a stand
ing invitation to your bed, that lands
on me like a death.
It’s more that tiny twist
of smile that lingers on your mouth, the wist
fulness in your cheekbones, in your laugh lines:
the way that your demeanor echoes mine
on the few days when I can feel, the days
when I imagine my new love, when I’m
convinced that she is standing in the line
at the market or waiting in a dry doorway
during a storm, though I don’t yet know her face
-Loren Graham
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Too many times

too many times
have i feared myself
and cried at the present.
i’m sick of weakness
weak of tiredness.
i put on a mask
one i know is moveable
but am too lazy to take off.
too many times
have i stared at the wall
thinking, yet
not producing them
which can change.
help is on the stars
i’ve just got to ask for it.
light powers every dark room.
too many times
have i wanted
you give, you receive.
patience kills
but fills up the cup.
i am a cold tape
warm me up
and i can change what is heard.
-Jenna Kesler
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A Shadow’s Eyes
Am I a man?
I see, I feel, yet the world
only perceives a shadow. A thing
insubstantial, immaterial, to pass
and be past through.
To be seen this way-every eye pierces,
a gaping wound sets in bringing pain
without healing, rotting the core, constructing a living death.
This shadow has eyes, and searches for a remedy.

I find them everywhere:
quiet parks, crowded buildings, vast spaces, hallowed walls.
Even without searching
I can’t help but find them.
Of the many, there is one. Always from a distance
she lures. A phantasmic creation-even when near,
always so far. Lulling faintly
with an overwhelming strength,
her lavender scent and siren tones
sooth with euphoric pleasure.
Pain melts, her visage remains.

Her warm face
glows with bewitching innocence, lightening the heavy heart.
Her crimson mane,
flowing with holy reverence, deadens lingering woe.
Her smooth lips excite and alabaster curves ignite,
and the masterpiece is yet to come. Look
to the windows. See
beyond the emerald portals. Seek
the wondrous mysteries within. Discover
odd joys, strict peeves, vexing habits. Locate
those imperfect idiosyncrasies to transmute
into loves true fortune.
Do you see? Can you see?
Her visage leaves, pain solidifies.
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I could not see her, for she
did not see me. Her hypnotic gaze
pierced my scarred heart.
A familiar burden is borne anew;
a shadow I shall remain.
-Ryan Pfeiffer
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Anonymous

We talked, laughed, and loved eachother
Through every twist and turn life threw our way.
I don’t remember the day
You turned my life upside down
Falling in love is not what friends do
There’s too much to risk; too much to lose
But that didn’t stop my heart,
No matter what I tried to do
I wish I knew your feelings
What would you say if you knew...
It seems so easy to say
Those three little words, but
No matter how hard I try
They never come out as
“I love you”.,.
It’s been a smile, a simple hi...
Or the hug goodbye saying
“I’ll see you tomorrow”...
My heart can’t take the hurt and pain
If I told you and you said
“I don’t think I can see you again”...

Our friendship means the world to me
You’re the one person I never want to lose,
But is losing you worth denying my heart?
No matter the hurt I need to be true to me.

I know I have to tell you
No matter how hard I try to forget the truth...
In my heart you are the one for me
The one thing I ask is that you don’t laugh
Don’t shrug it off as a joke,
I’m leaving myself open,
With nothing to do but hope.
My feelings for you are true
And the only thing I can do is come out and say
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“My heart is yours”
and
“I love you”
The rest is up to you...
~B.K.
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Connection

A constant comfort, an everlasting security and warmth, stabil
ity, and safetyWhy was I happy when I was born?
A feeling of exuberance and joy at seeing the light of day
and feeling human touch,
A discovery of clear, loud sound of a consoling voice,
The first sensations of thirst, hunger, taste.
A first instance, experience, sensation of pain.
Resonation with my motherBeing completely enthralled and consumed by a show on a
stage;
One that is exploding with emotion and energy,
That same emotion and energy carried on after the show,
We can hardly hold in our enthusiasm and excitement.
Stuff ourselves with late snacks- gluttony accepted,
We laugh so hard we are doubled over, drunk with amuse
ment,
Choking and gasping for air, we squeal like children.
We continue to be silly and our sides ache from giggles,
Tears of joy fill our eyes.
~Amanda Roccabruna
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A grandmother s offer of help
“Sonny, you scare me every time I look at you.”
She was my mother’s mother, a stranger to me.
She pulled me to her soft body and black dress,
no makeup, a wedding ring, hair in a bun.
She used a hackberry twig and baking soda
to clean her teeth. She prayed aloud in a closet
and needed help to get off her knees.
“You look like your grandpa,
enough hair for two people,
lashes long enough for a girl, cleft chin, a talker,
four years old and already full of the Devil.
Your grandpa carried the burden
of being a preacher’s son. He was
a good man, well, a pretty good man,
he may be roasting in Hell at this very moment.
He could’ve talked Eve into baking him an apple pie,
he could get a mule to walk the top of a picket fence,
he could talk a banker into loaning
against a cotton crop that hadn’t seen
a drop of rain since it was planted,
a light that you best keep under a bushel.
You were had the day your grandpa died.
Say your prayers, mind your folks,
and I’ll pray for you. Don’t worry about a thing.”
-Bill Lovelady
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Fix
So you buy your whores
in Thailand and claim
to treat them like human beings.
So you feign indifference
to the oil wars and sit
high in your new SUV,
thinking of how great
it would be to have a Thai girl or two
sprawled out in the spacious
black leather back seat. Maybe
she would really like you then,
bumping along in your plush
executive environment
instead of

bemoaning your “business” man
existence with her head crushed
and hitting the headboard
harder with each oblivious thrust.
Smiling and nodding,
smiling and nodding
just waiting for the day
to defy the odds, escape intact
and without these shards of cracked
headboard reflections and scatterings
of a language and a culture
she does not care to understand.
So it has come to this.

Revenue.
Rest and recreation.
Sex for sale. Real cheap.
The oil wars continue.
You keep picturing the girl beneath
her head smashed and hating you.
So you sit high in your SUV
smoking fat cigars while commuting
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ceaselessly to work, to work.
Dreaming of your tired
flaccid thoughts being transformed
by just one more week in Thailand.
Bored? Contemplating suicide? Sad? Balding?
Nothing six smiling and nodding
nude, young, sensuously dark and silent girls
coupled with loads of domestic beer
and that exotic jungle atmosphere
couldn’t fix.
Fix. Fix. Fix.
We’re in a fix.
So what do the oil wars
have to do with the whores?
Nothing.
Everything.
Mind-fucking indifference. Disregard.
~Kate Wilson
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My Doll, Nadia

I didn’t want to help Mama set the table. I wanted to play
with Nadia. “If you want to help eat breakfast, you have to
help get it ready, so put your doll away,” Mama said firmly.
“But Nadia will be lonely without me,” I said, trying to
delay the inevitable. Mama turned from the pan of eggs she
was cooking.
“Adeline, put your doll down and set the table,” she said,
leaving no room for argument. Then she smiled. “Maybe in
America we could hire a maid to set the table,” she said. “In
America, everyone has at least one maid,”
“Are people in America very rich?” I asked, not because I
was curious, but because I didn’t want to set the table.
“Yes. In America, everyone lives in tall houses, with hun
dreds of servants, and they have automobiles instead of horses,
and they eat ice cream every day. And some day, we will go
there. Now set the table.”
“When, Mama?” I asked, twisting Nadia’s yarn hair between
my fingers. “When will we go?”
“When we save enough money to buy the tickets. Maybe,
if your father gets a good price for the wheat, we will go in the
spring. Set the table,”
I dragged my feet toward the cupboard to get the plates. I
glanced out the window, looking for a distraction, “Someone’s
coming. Look, Mama.” My mother looked up from the stove.
A cloud of dust was rising out on the road, blending with the
grey sky.
“I wonder who would come out here when it’s about to
snow. Set some extra plates and tell your father to hurry and
wash,” she said. Mama was always ready to feed anyone who
came to our farm; she loved company.
“It looks like there’s a bunch of them,” I said, still stalling.
“The more, the merrier,” said Mama. “Would you hurry
please, Adeline?”
I set Nadia down on the counter and told her to be good;
then I grabbed a stack of plates.
I kept stealing glances out the window as I set the table, and
Mama did, too. The strangers were close enough now that I
could discern a group of about ten men up the road. They
were all carrying guns.
“Look, Mama,” I said, “Are they soldiers?”
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I was old enough to know about the soldiers. For months,
I had listened to the adults as they talked about the war. They
always seemed more discouraged and angry each time they
talked. Then, the rumors had begun. “Revolution,” they whis
pered. “It’s the Czar. Why should we fight his war? He took
our money; now he wants our sons.” I heard the names Marx
and Engle, but I never knew who they were. Papa often talked
angrily about a man named Lenin and the Bolshevik army, and
he made me say a prayer for the Czar each night before I went
to bed.
The men clattered up in front of the house, and Papa and
Auguste, my brother, came out of the barn. “If they are soldiers
of the Czar, they will be welcome,” said Mama slowly. She
smoothed her apron and went cautiously outside. I watched
her skirt swish as she turned to shut the door softly behind her,
then I lifted the calico curtain and I peered out the window
shyly. The men dismounted, and Papa stepped up and greeted
them in a suspicious voice. The man who seemed to be the
leader replied shortly in a voice of command. I could not hear
exactly what he said, so I slipped over to the door, opened it a
crack, and peeked out.
The soldiers were pointing their guns at Papa, Mama, and
Auguste, telling them to stay where they were. The leader
barked orders to the men, and they scattered across the barn
yard. “You see,” he said to Papa, “This farm now belongs to
the people. We will take it and help you distribute it fairly
among them.”
Several men went into the barn; two walked toward the
house. They saw me, and told me to go stand outside. Their
voices were kind, and one smiled at me. I ran shyly over to
Papa and buried my face in his thigh. His big wool coat felt
scratchy on my face. When I looked again, one of the men was
trying to lead away our cow, and Mama was standing in the
way, gesturing violently with her arms. I stared at her, rubbing
my bare legs together in the chilly air. Three more men were
trying to catch the chickens, but the chickens were too fast.
They ran, squawking around the barnyard, beating their wings
and staying just out of reach.
Auguste was shaking with laughter. “What are you think
ing?” I hissed. “They are stealing the animals.”
“Don’t worry, Addie, they’ll never catch them like that.”
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Augustes eyes twinkled. “Did you see, that man almost fell on
his face just now.”
I did not see anything funny. Two men had opened the
gate of the pig sty, and were driving the pigs out toward the
road. Others were driving our pair of oxen and leading our
horses. One man brought a handful of corn and scattered it
for the chickens. The chickens’ greed overcame their wariness,
and they gobbled it up, stretching out their necks and clucking
softly. The men picked them up easily and popped them into
little cages. Auguste was silent.
But the worst was yet to come. The men had driven a wag
on up to the barn, and they were loading the bags of wheat into
it. All of our harvest was in those bags. I saw Mama drop to
her knees in front of them, but they ignored her. Papa shouted
angrily, but someone pointed a rifle at him. Papa stopped,
silent, and the men kept loading up the grain. Others dug up
our garden, taking all the carrots, radishes, and any other food
they could find. Last of all, they went into the house, leav
ing one man behind to watch us. They were gone for what
seemed like a long time, and we could hear the scrape of forks
on plates. When they came back out, they were carrying the
candlesticks, some blankets, Mama’s figurines of the Blessed
Mother, and anything else that caught their fancy. I saw one
soldier clutching Nadia; it was one of the men who had found
me in the house.
I broke away from Papa and ran up to the soldier. I heard
Papa say my name sharply, like the crack of a whip, “Adeline!”
I didn’t care. I tugged the soldier’s sleeve, and he looked down
at me in surprise. Suddenly, I felt shy. I blushed and scuffed
the toes of my boots in the dirt. I wished that I was safe with
Papa.
“May I please have my doll?” I asked quietly, and all the
soldiers looked at me and laughed. I wanted to cry. The kind
soldier handed me the doll.
“Here,” he said, and as I turned away, he muttered, “My
daughter already has a doll.” I heard the other soldiers jeering
and laughing as they mounted their horses and trotted slowly
away, herding our pigs in front of them. Mama and Papa stood
staring at the road, but I was bored, and the sound of the pigs
grunting, the hooves clattering, and the chickens squawking as
they were jolted along in a cart hurt my ears. The soldiers went
down a little hill and out of sight, but a cold wind kicked up
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the dust and blew back the sound of the animals as they drove
them away. They had taken everything, and left us to starve.
A few snowflakes began drifting down, and one stuck in my
eyelash. I shivered and hugged Nadia. Somehow, she didn’t
seem important anymore; after all, I could have asked for food
to keep us from starving. I held her up, and the pocket of her
little apron seemed heavy.
“Look, Mama,” I said, and pulled out one silver ruble.
“Look at what I found in Nadias pocket.”

That night, Mama baked two of the three potatoes that
Papa had found lying on the ground outside the barn. She
told me she wanted to save one, just in case. Papa didn’t eat
anything; he had left that afternoon for Minsk to find work. I
snuggled Nadia close to stop my stomach from gurgling as I sat
at the table watching Mama take the potatoes out of the oven.
She used her apron so that she wouldn’t burn her fingers.
“I’m glad they left the firewood,” Mama said as she turned
away from the stove. She stood quietly for a moment, listening
to the wind swishing the snow, and peering out the window
into the dark. “It’s going to be cold tonight.” She reached into
the cabinet and pulled down the plates. “We’ll have to use our
fingers; they took our forks,” she said as she set the plates on
the table.
I smoothed Nadia’s skirt. She had been given to me just a
few months before, on my ninth birthday. “Take care of her,
Adeline,” Mama had said. “I remember when I was nine. I
took my doll everywhere with me.”
“Time to eat, Adeline,” said Mama. She split the larger
potato in half and set one piece on my plate, and one on
Auguste’s.
“Auguste got a bigger one than I did,” I said, pointing.
“Because I’m bigger than you,” said Auguste as he sat down.
Mama cut in sharply. “Adeline, you couldn’t eat that whole
potato even if you wanted to. I expect you both to act your
age.” She sat down abruptly.
“Yes, Mama,” said Auguste meekly. Mama looked at me
and raised her eyebrows.
“Yes, Mama,” I said sulkily, picking at my potato with one
hand and holding Nadia with the other. No one spoke for a
moment, and I heard the wind. It was louder now, whipping
around the house and howling as if it were a dog wanting to
come in.
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“Auguste, tomorrow I want you to walk to town and buy
some food with the ruble,” said Mama. “Adeline, you and I
will dig around in the garden for anything the soldiers missed.”
“But Mama,” I whimpered, forgetting the wind, “I’m—
“Addie,” said Auguste, “You have to work too, or else we
won’t have any food.”
“Enough, Auguste,” said Mama quietly, Auguste shoved
a chunk of potato into his mouth. His eyes widened; he had
burnt his tongue. “Addie, you have to be a big girl now,” said
Mama.
“Why don’t we just go to America,” I said sulkily. “They
have lots of food in America.” The potato burnt my fingers; I
stuck them in my mouth and sucked on them.
“It costs money to get to America. We would have to buy
train tickets; then we would have to buy boat tickets to get
across the ocean,” said Mama. She smoothed her apron. “We
have to be patient. Your Papa will find work in Minsk, and
then we can save money to go to America.”
“I want to go now,” I muttered, blowing on my potato.
“Adeline,” said Mama with a sigh, “We cannot go to
America any time soon, and you have to help me dig up the
garden tomorrow.” She pulled the skin off of her potato gently.
“Here,” she said. “It will cool more quickly if you pull the skin
off.” She reached over to help me.
The door opened with a bang, and we all jumped. The
wind swirled snowflakes into the room, and I tucked my legs
up under my skirt. Papa walked in and reached his hands out
over the stove.
“It’s no good,” he said. His voice rasped. “I walked as far
as Ropoaok, and I met a group of men coming from Minsk.
They told me they could not find work in Minsk; they were
going to St. Petersburg.” He tugged at the buttons of his
overcoat, but his fingers were too stiff with cold. Mama got
up and helped him. “We have to move,” he said, rubbing his
hands together. Mama stared, and Auguste and I stopped eat
ing to listen. “If we stay here, we’ll starve. I can get a job in St.
Petersburg, and it’s not far from there to the border. We could
save enough money to get to America.”
“How will we get there? It’s winter,” said Mama. She waved
her hand vaguely. “You got cold enough walking a few miles to
Ropoaok.”
“We have to go. I have to find work before we starve,” said
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Papa, taking her hands, then dropping them. He turned away
and coughed.
“How will we take the children?” murmured Mama.
“I don’t know. We have to try, or else were going to die
here,” said Papa. His voice was so low that I almost didn’t hear.
“We should leave in the morning.” He reached out to the stove
again, and Mama turned to shake her head, as if she wanted to
argue more. She saw Auguste and me listening.

“Come and eat something,” she said. Papa’s eyes flicked at
the potatoes, then at Mama.
“No,” he said. “I’m not hungry.” He walked into the
bedroom.
The next morning, Papa was delirious with fever. I had
woken up early and seen Mama holding his hand and sponging
his forehead with a damp cloth. “Your Papa is sick,” she said.
“Go back to sleep, Adeline.” So I had gone back to sleep.
Mama made us stay in bed until late in the morning. “Why
bother getting up,” she said. “You might as well sleep in a
warm bed while you can. Besides, there’s nothing to eat.” I
knew that we still had one potato left, but I didn’t say anything.
“I’ll walk to the village and get medicine,” Auguste had said,
nodding at Papa, but Mama had looked up sharply.
“No,” she had said. She turned back to the bedside. “It’s
below zero outside, and it’s still snowing. I won’t have you
catch pneumonia, too.”
I just sat on my bed, wrapping myself in my blanket and
watching Papa. Auguste stayed in the bedroom too, yawning
and jamming his fingers into his eyes.
“What are we going to do, Mama?” I finally asked. “Are we
going to St. Petersburg today?” Papa tossed in his sleep.
Mama felt his forehead absently and stared at the wall.
“Your grandfather told me a story once,” she said. “He told
me about this farm. He said that in the time of his great
grandfather there was a war. His great grandmother fled with
the children, but her husband stayed. He wouldn’t leave the
farm, and when his wife came back, she found him there. He
was half-starved, but he was alive.” Mama reached down and
picked up Nadia off the floor. “You dropped her,” she said.
Nadias cloth arms flopped as Mama handed her to me.
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I gave Nadia a quick hug and apologized to her for dropping
her. “Adeline,” said Mama, “Mynouka, you are just the way a
little girl should be.” She sat down beside me, and I snuggled
up to her. Auguste rolled his eyes.
“My mama made me a rag doll like Nadia when I was nine,”
Mama said, plucking at Nadias dress. “My mama sewed big
black buttons on her face for eyes, and my brothers told me she
looked like a fly. They used to tease me by throwing her out
the window, telling me that flies didn’t belong in the house.”
Auguste grinned, and Mama paused. I listened to Papas breath
rasping in his throat. “I always used to run outside, pick her
up, brush her off, and ask her if she was all right. My brothers
laughed at me for talking to a doll.”
“What happened to her?” I asked, fidgeting with Nadias
apron. Mama smiled, but the skin on her forehead puckered
UP’«
“Your uncle Joseph caught me trying to feed her blinis. He
told me that flies belonged with the pigs, and he threw her into
the pig sty.” Mama pressed her lips together. “I tried to get her
out, but our mean old sow stepped on her and tore her up.”
She got up and laid her hand on Papa’s forehead. His breath
ing sounded shallower, and his face was pale. Little lines of
concern crinkled around Mama’s eyes.
“I’m glad we don’t have pigs anymore,” I said, watching her.
Auguste snorted.
“If we had pigs, we could butcher them and have something
to eat,” he said.
“Auguste, go get me a damp rag,” said Mama. Auguste
kicked his blanket onto the floor as he stood up, and dragged
his feet into the kitchen. Mama and I listened to Papa’s rough
breathing for a moment.
“I’m glad, too, Adeline” she said, glancing up.
“Why?” I asked.
“No one can throw your doll to the pigs,” she said, turn
ing back to Papa and taking his hand, Auguste came back,
still dragging his feet, and dropped a damp towel into Mama’s
hands. She straightened the blanket that had wrapped itself
around Papa’s legs, ran her hand through his hair, and sponged
his forehead gently with the towel.

I woke up the next morning, frightened by the silence.
The wind was quiet, and in the early morning light that
filtered through the window, I could just see that the snow
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had stopped. A couple of stars lingered, and they looked hard
in the frosty air. I felt cold even under my blanket, and my
stomach rumbled. I remembered that I hadn’t eaten anything
the day before.
I slipped out of my bed, grabbed Nadia, and skip-hopped
across the floor; the chilly wood stung my bare feet. I reached
to crawl into bed with Mama, but she wasn’t there. Papa lay
still on the other side of the bed. The blanket covered his face,
and I hugged Nadia, confused.
“Adeline,” Mama whispered, coming into the room behind
me. “Hurry and get dressed.” She pulled my dress off of the
chair where I had laid it the night before and shoved it into
my hand. Then she tiptoed to Auguste’s bed and shook him.
“Wake up,” she said softly. “Get dressed, hurry.” She turned
to me, and I saw that her eyes were red. “Let me help you,” she
said. I spun around and let her unbutton my nightgown.
Her hands trembled. “What’s wrong, Mama?” I asked, pull
ing my nightgown off over my head. She took the nightgown,
laid it on the chair, and helped me pull my dress on before she
answered.
“We are going to America,” she said. Auguste sat up and
rubbed his eyes, and I stopped tugging at my buttons and
clutched Nadia.
“America?” I said. “Is Papa better?” Mama’s tears glittered
as they ran down her cheeks.
“Mynouka,” she said, “Pray for your Papa.” Her voice
sounded harsh, and I could hear her breathing quickly. Au
guste and I stared at her as she blew her nose on a handker
chief. “Hurry, Auguste,” she said, more loudly this time. “We
are going to America today.”
Mama’s voice was sharp, and I thought that she must have
been angry at me. My throat felt tight and I wanted to cry too,
but I remembered how Mama wanted me to be a big girl. I
sniffed and held my breath, because I didn’t want to make her
more upset than she already was. “Here, Mama,” I said in a
squeaky voice, shoving Nadia into her hands. She stared at me.
“I’ll wake up Papa.”
“No,” Mama said sharply, and grabbed my wrist. She stood
still for a moment, squeezing my wrist, and then she sighed and
dropped her hand. I saw that her fingers had left red marks on
my skin.
“Your Papa is not coming with us,” Mama said, so softly
that I almost did not hear.
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The fear that I had felt when I first woke up came back, and
I clattered over the chair and jerked the blanket off of Papa’s
face. I fidgeted with the blanket, and Auguste slid slowly off
his bed and stood beside me. We both stared at Papa; his face
was pale, and he was lying so still that I knew he was not asleep.
I looked at Mama and felt my lip trembling.
“Put your shoes on, Addie, we have to go,” she said.
“But what about Papa,” I said, and I clutched the blanket,
unwilling to let go as tears trickled down my face and dripped
off the end of my nose.
“We have to go,” said Mama, and she was crying just as hard
as I was.
“But Papa,” I whispered, and I couldn’t manage to squeeze
out any more words. The cold air crept up my legs under my
skirt as I stood with my shoulders shaking.
“Not yet, Mama,” I said, taking a gulp of air. She stared at
me. “We have to eat breakfast first,” I said, and my stomach
rumbled as I ran to get the last potato. Mama followed me into
the kitchen, and I handed her the potato. She looked at me,
dazed.
“Here,” I said, “I’ll set the table.”
-Christy Goll
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So Much Depends Upon...
A Four-Poem Tribute to William Carlos Williams

so much depends
upon
the twelve green
bottles
filled with Rolling
Rock
near the orange
fire

so much depends
upon

a black cell
phone

locked inside the
car
beside the silver
keys

* *

*

so much depends
upon
A red sala,d
bowl

brimming with mud
water
above little sister’s
door
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* *

so much depends
upon
the soft white
paper

rolled and incrementally
perforated
inside the blue
porta-crapper

-David Gerke
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